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Abstract
This paper presents a knowledge graph created by transforming the plenary debates of the Parliament
of Finland (1907–) into Linked Open Data (LOD). The data, totaling over 900 000 speeches, with
automatically created semantic annotations and rich ontology-based metadata, are published in
a Linked Open Data Service and are used via a SPARQL API and as data dumps. The speech
data is part of larger LOD publication FinnParla that also includes prosopographical data about
the politicians. The data is being used for studying parliamentary language and culture in Digital
Humanities in several universities. To serve a wider variety of users, the entirety of this data was also
produced using Parla-CLARIN markup. We present the first publication of all Finnish parliamentary
debates as data. Technical novelties in our approach include the use of both Parla-CLARIN and an
RDF schema developed for representing the speeches, integration of the data to a new Parliament
of Finland Ontology for deeper data analyses, and enriching the data with a variety of external
national and international data sources.
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1 Introduction
Semantic Parliament (SEMPARL)3 is a consortium research project, which produces a
linked open data and research infrastructure on Finnish parliamentary data, and develops
novel semantic computing technologies to study parliamentary politics and political culture.
SEMPARL brings together researchers at the University of Helsinki, University of Turku, and
Aalto University, with complementary, multi-disciplinary expertise in language technology,
political and media research, and semantic computing and web technologies, respectively.
The project makes three major contributions. First, it responds to the demand for an
easy to use and “intelligent” access to the newly digitized Finnish parliamentary data by
providing the data as a national Linked Open Data (LOD) infrastructure and service for
researchers, citizens, the government, and the media, and application developers. Second,
the project studies long-term changes in the Finnish parliamentary and political culture and
language. These use cases in political and language research are pioneering studies using
the Finnish digital parliamentary data. Third, the new data service semantically enriches
content in other related Finnish LOD services, such as LawSampo for Finnish legislation and
case law [7] and BiographySampo for prosopographical data [6].
From a Linked Data production point of, two interlinked knowledge graphs (KG) are
produced in SEMPARL: 1) A KG of all over 900 000 parliamentary debate speeches of
the Parliament of Finland (PoF) (1907–present) to be called S-KG. 2) A prosopographical
knowledge (P-KG) graph of the over 2600 Members of Parliament (MP), other people, and
organizations related to the parliamentary speeches during the same period of time [16].
These KGs constitute together a larger data publication of PoF data called FinnParla. This
paper presents the first graph S-KG and addresses the following more general research
question: How to represent and publish parliamentary speeches so that the data can be used
easily for Digital Humanities research?
In the following, we first present the problem of representing publishing, and using plenary
debates as data for Digital Humanities research, and discuss related works and projects.
After this, our original debate data, target data model, and the transformation process are
described. The produced linked data has been published as a data service using the 7-star
model of the Linked Data Finland platform [8]. As a demonstration of using the data service
in Digital Humanities research, exemplary data-analyses are presented using YASGUI and
Google Colab on top of the underlying SPARQL endpoint. In conclusion, contributions of
the work are summarized, related works are discussed, and further research are outlined.
2 Related Work: Publishing Plenary Debates as Data
The Unicameral Parliament of Finland convened for the first time in 1907. The parliament
has 200 members (MP), who are elected for four years. Since the first parliament of 1907, the
elections are based on universal suffrage and both male and female MPs have been elected
to all parliaments. In the Finnish parliament, the debates take place in the public plenary
sessions. Since 1907, the Parliament has transcribed the speeches and published the printed
plenary session minutes, which is a practice established already in the nineteenth-century Diet
of Estates [20]. The minutes contain the matters considered, the decisions made, and every
speech heard during the sessions. The wordings of the speeches are revised and improved for
readability [29, 20].
3 https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/semparl/en/
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In the 1990s, the Parliament of Finland started to gradually publish parliamentary
documents in digital form. It was only in 2018 that the Parliament completed the digitisation
of the historical parliamentary documents of 1907–1999 and opened a new version of their
data service [10]. This open data and the data service of the Parliament, however, has
weaknesses concerning the data and its usability due to the heterogeneous data formats and
different ways of access. For example, the historical minutes contain only the text recognised
from the image files, and have no metadata concerning the structure of the minutes or their
content, which limits the research to bag-of-words approaches [14].
There are also annotated corpora produced of the Finnish Parliamentary debates, which
cover the recent decades. FIN-CLARIN has a curated corpus of the debates in 2008–2016 [3].
These include linguistic annotation, metadata about the speakers and the speeches are linked
to the actual video recordings of the plenary sessions. Moreover, there is the multilingual
Parlspeech parliamentary corpus [21], which includes also the plenary debates of the Finnish
parliament in 1991–2015. This data, however, has quality problems. It has been created
from the PDF files of the Parliament website of the time, but not all the speeches can be
found in the data when we compare it with the complete minutes.
Several projects have transformed parliamentary debates into structured data or produced
annotated parliamentary debate corpora. Regarding the former, the projects have foremost
concerned the digitisation of the parliamentary debates and their enrichment with political or
biographical metadata. These data have been transformed both to XML and RDF format4.
In the Lipad project, the Canadian Hansard from 1901 to present was transformed into
linked XML structured data [1]. As in our case, the process included both the OCR and
the parsing of the historical documents and more straight-forward conversion of the recent
SQL parliamentary data. The major example of parliamentary data in RDF is the Linked
EP project, where the data of the European parliament 1999–2017 was transformed into
RDF format and enriched with biographical information [28]. The RDF standard has been
used also in the Latvian LinkedSAEIMA project [2], in the Italian Parliament5 and in the
PoliMedia project, where RDF parliamentary data was linked with media sources [11].
There are several parliamentary corpora. The best known is perhaps the EuroParl
corpus, which includes the plenary session debates of the European Parliament and has been
used to study machine translation [12]. A comprehensive list of the national parliamentary
corpora is presented on the CLARIN webpage6. The Talk of Norway (1998–2016) is an
example of a national parliament corpus with linguistic annotation published in CSV and
TSV formats [15]. Different guidelines have been followed for annotating and encoding the
Parliamentary debates. The TEI-based Parla-CLARIN schema, which we also use in our
transformation, is an attempt to define a common annotation model.7 For example, the
Slovene parliamentary corpus siParl (1990–2018) has been encoded with the Parla-CLARIN
schema [19]. Currently, the Parla-CLARIN schema is implemented in the Clarin ParlaMint
project8, which establishes a comparable and interoperable corpus of almost twenty national
parliamentary corpora for comparative research.
A novelty in the transformation done in our SEMPARL project is to combine RDF
standard with Parla-CLARIN schema. Moreover, most of the annotated parliamentary
corpora cover mainly the recent years while in our case the complete work of the PoF from
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3 Original Data
The original data, minutes of Finnish plenary sessions, was gathered from several sources and
in three different formats depending on the availability: 1) From 1907 to 19999 the plenary
session minutes are available only in PDF format10. One parliamentary session is split into
1–8 separate PDF files, each containing the minutes for several plenary sessions. 2) From
halfway parliamentary session 1999 to the end of session 2014, the data is available also in
HTML format at PoF’s web pages11. 3) From session 2015 onward the plenary sessions are
available as XML from the Avoin eduskunta API12.
Figure 1 shows an example of original PDF-format minutes for plenary session 87/198913.
Later minutes available in HTML and XML also mostly follow shown layout and logic;
In general, the minutes consist of items (or topics), marked here in bold (except the row
Keskustelu:). The item header is followed by: a possible list of related documents, chairman’s
opening comments, a possible debate section marked by Keskustelu: (debate/conversation)
and finally a decision and a closing statement.
Figure 1 Example of a plenary session transcript. Available by the CC BY 4.0 licence.
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Each source format differs in the metadata included. All formats contained the essential
data, such as plenary session id, date, debate topic, speaker’s last name, and role. The
newer machine readable formats have been enriched with additional data, such as URLs to
documents related to the debate topics or even individual starting and ending times for a
speech. Table 1 illustrates the metadata present in each format and distribution of used
source formats.
Table 1 Distribution of used source data format and variant metadata present in it. Row
Ubiquitous metadata lists metadata that was available in all formats. * HTML became available




























































































PDF 1907-1999* - - - - - - - - - -
HTML 1999*-2014 X X X X - - - - - -
XML 2015-2020 X X - - X X X X X X
Ubiquitous metadata
session date, session ending and starting times,
session id, speaker last name, speaker title, speech
type, related documents, debate topic
4 Target Data Model
The goal of the whole data transformation process was to make all data available in a
coherent, unified format. In this project we did this twice-fold in Parla-CLARIN XML and
RDF. The central unit of the data is a speech; any comment, statement or vocal contribution
made during a plenary session14. The goal of the transformation process was to find all
such speeches and all available metadata related to them. Generally we refer to all before-
mentioned instances as speeches. For full coverage we have also gathered all speeches made
by the chairmen. These are mostly about guiding the progression of a session.
The Parla-CLARIN XML format15 for representing speech texts is an easily readable
chronological presentation of the debate data for both machines and humans. We produced
one file per parliamentary session. Listing 1 gives an example of a section from the final data
in Parla-CLARIN XML. The excerpt covers the start of the debate on a topic during the
plenary session 37/2005.
By transforming all data to RDF as well, we aimed to create the knowledge graph
(S-KG) of all parliamentary debate speeches. For this purpose a customised RDF-based
metadata schema was created. The schema contains six different, interlinked classes: Speech,
Interruption, Item, Session, Document, and Transcript. Speeches were represented as
14 These do not include interjections, other vocal interruptions or chairman comments made during a
speech. In original data these have been embedded into the actual speeches. These were handled in the
transformation process as interruptions.
15 https://clarin-eric.github.io/parla-clarin/
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instances of the class Speech with 24 properties (metadata elements) as described in Table 2.
Here the default namespace is our own (semparls); bioc refers to the BioCRM schema for
representing biographical data [27]; rdfs refers to the RDFS Schema and xsd to the XML
Schema of W3C. The column C tells the cardinality of the property, Range the range,
and last column the meaning of the property. Table 3 describes in the same way the
remaining five classes and additionally a seventh class, NamedEntity, that was created by
post-transformation language analysis.
Listing 1 An abridged excerpt from the Parla-CLARIN data.
<TEI xml : id=" ptk_37_2005 ">
[ . . . ]
<div>
<head>
Eduskunnan pankkiva l tuuston kertomus 2014
<l i s t B i b l>
<head>Related documents:</head>
<b i b l>Kertomus K 14/2015 vp</ b i b l>
</ l i s t B i b l>
</head>
<div>
<note l i n k = [ . . . ] speechType=" " type=" speaker " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 2 " />
<u ana="#secondViceChair " who="#Paula_Risikko " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 2 ">
Lä h e t e k e s k u s t e l u a varten e s i t e l l ään pä i v ä j ä r j e s t y k s e n 4 . a s i a .
Puhemiesneuvosto ehdottaa , e t t ä a s i a l ä h e t e t ään t a l o u s v a l i o k u n t a a n
M e i l l e a s i a n e s i t t e l e e e d u s t a j a Zyskowicz , o lkaa hyvä .</u>
</ div>
<div>
<note end=" 2015−06−24 T17:54:02 " l i n k = [ . . . ] speechType=" Es i t te lypuheenvuoro "
s t a r t=" 2015−06−24 T17:45:01 " type=" speaker " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 3 " />
<u who="#Ben_Zyskowicz " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 3 ">Arvoisa rouva puhemies !
Arvo i sat kansanedusta jat ! Kä s i t t e l y s s ä on nyt Pankkivaltuuston kertomus
vuodelta 2014 . Kuten vi ime vuonnakin , [ . . . ] Loppuosa e l i noin 137 ,5
i l j o o n a a euroa s i i r r e t t i i n v a l t i o n lop utto mi i n t a r p e i s i i n .</u>
</ div>
<div>
<note end=" 2015−06−24 T18:02:27 " l i n k = [ . . . ] speechType=" "
s t a r t=" 2015−06−24 T17:54:07 " type=" speaker " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 " />
<u next=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 2 " who="#Olavi_Ala−N i s s i l ä " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 1 ">
Arvoisa rouva puhemies ! Tä s s ä ent inen Pankkivaltuuston puheenjohtaja ,
nykyinen j ä sen , e d u s t a j a Zyskowicz kä y t t i hyvän puheenvuoron . [ . . . ]
Muistan , kun s i l l o i n v a l t i o v a r a i n m i n i s t e r i j a m i n i s t e r i Wideroos </u>
<v o c a l who=" Eero_Heinäluoma ">
<desc>Eero Hein ä luoma: Toinen v a l t i o v a r a i n m i n i s t e r i !</ desc>
</ v o c a l>
<u prev=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 1 " who="#Olavi_Ala−N i s s i l ä " xml : id=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 2 ">
− t o i n e n v a l t i o v a r a i n m i n i s t e r i Wideroos − j a h a l l i t u s k i n a j o i v a t s i t ä ,
e t t ä Suomen Pankin pääomia [ . . . ] j a Kreikan on omankin t a l o u t e n s a
kannalta vä l t t ämä t t ä saatava j u l k i n e n h a l l i n t o n s a paremmin toimimaan .</u>
<v o c a l>
<desc>Eduskunnasta: Hyvä puheenvuoro !</ desc>
</ v o c a l>
</ div>
[ . . . ]
The data model presented for representing debates is part of a larger Ontology of
Parliament of Finland under development in the SEMPARL project. This ontology is
based on the CIDOC CRM16-based Bio CRM model [27], where parliamentary events are
represented in time and place with actors (people, groups, such as parties, and organizations)
participating in different roles. The ontology is populated with data extracted from the
speech data and databases of PoF [16]. For example, the :speaker and :party property values
in Table 2 are filled with resources taken from the actor graph in the PoF ontology that
contains over 2600 MPs, ministers, presidents of Finland, and other prominent people related
to the speeches as speakers or mentioned in the texts. In this way, prosopographical data and
the speeches can be integrated seamlessly and be used together with the Digital Humanities
16 http://cidoc-crm.org
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Table 2 Semparls RDF schema for Speech. aFrom some source data the chairmen names were
not always reliably recognizable. In this case chairman speeches lack this value.
Speech
Element URI C Range Meaning of the value
:skos:prefLabel 1 rdf:langString String label for speech
:speaker 0..1a bioc:Person Person speaking URI
:party 0..1 :Party Party of the speaker URI
:partyInSource 0..1 rdfs:Literal Party as written in the source if available
:role 1 :Role Speaker’s role
:speakerInSource 1 rdfs:Literal Speaker’s name as in source
:speechOrder 1 xsd:integer Ordinal of the speech in a session
:content 1 rdfs:Literal Speech as text (incl. interruptions)
dct:language 0..* rdfs:Resource Recognized languages of the speech
:speechType 0..1 :SpeechType Type of the speech
:isInterruptedBy 0..* :Interruption Interruptions during the speech
dct:date 1 xsd:date Date of the session
:startTime 0..1 xsd:time Start time of the speech
:endDate 0..1 xsd:date Session end date if not same as date
:endTime 0..1 xsd:time End time of the speech
:item 0..1 :Item Item in agenda/topic of the speech
:session 1 :Session Session where the speech was made
:diary 1 rdfs:Resource URL of session transcript
:page 0..1 xsd:integer Page number for PDF-based data
:status 0..1 :Status Status of the speech transcription
:version 0..1 xsd:decimal Version of the speech transcription
:namedEntity 0..* :NamedEntity Referenced named entities
dct:subject 0..* skos:Concept Subject matter keywords
analyses of the parliamentary data. For example, by using biographical information about
the speaker it is possible to investigate how much (s)he has spoken about matters related to
his/her own electoral district.
5 Transformation Process
Semantic Parliament aggregates data from several disparate source databases into a unified
knowledge graph. An overall plan of the data transformation processes of source datasets
and the linking of entities between different parts are shown in Figure 2. The source datasets
are shown as rectangles on the left side of the transformation pipeline and the RDF-format
parts are shown as yellow cylinders. The solid arrows depict data transformation and dotted
arrows correspond to entity linking either inside the Semantic Parliament data or to external
ontologies and datasets (shown on the top).
The external ontologies and data shown in Figure 2 are the AMMO ontology of Finnish
historical occupations, which is linked to social statuses through the international HISCO stan-
dard [13], Wikidata, related Finnish Sampo data services and portals17, such as LawSampo [7]
and BiographySampo [6], places, Finto18 ontologies, EKS subject headings19 used in the
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Table 3 Semparls RDF schema for the classes Interruption, Item, Document, Session, Transcript,
and ReferencedNamedEntity. Each class also contains the predicate skos:prefLabel that has been
omitted from the table for redundancy.
Element URI C Range Meaning of the value
Interruption
:content 1 rdfs:Literal Content of the interruption
:interrupter 0..1 rdfs:Literal Source of the interruption
:speaker 0..1 bioc:Person Interrupter URI, if interrupter was mentioned
Item
:session 1 :Session Session where item on agenda
dct:title 1 rdf:langString Title as written in source
:relatedDocument 0..* :Document Document related to item
:diary 1 rdfs:Resource URL to online transcript
Document
dct:title 1 xsd:string Name of the document
:id 0..1 xsd:string Official Parliament id
:url 0..1 rdfs:Resource URL to online transcript
Session
:id 1 rdfs:Literal Session id/ session number
dct:date 1 xsd:date Date of the session
:startTime 0..1 xsd:time Start time of the session
:endDate 0..1 xsd:date Session end date if not same as session date
:endTime 0..1 xsd:time End time of the session
:transcript 1 :Transcript Transcript of the session
Transcript
:status 0..1 :Status Status of the transcript
:version 0..1 xsd:decimal Version of the transcript
:url 1 rdfs:Resource URL to online transcript
NamedEntity
:surfaceForm 1 xsd:string original surface forms in text
:count 1 xsd:integer how many times entity is mentioned in a speech
:category 1 xsd:string type of the named entity
:surfaceForm 1 xsd:string named entity in surface form
skos:relatedMatch 0..* rdfs:Resource links to ontologies for named entities
the Lakitutka20 service publishing data related to government proposals discussed in the
speeches and other documents. These will enrich the content and enhance the usefulness of
the speech data for parliamentary research and applications.
The step 1 of transforming MP data is discussed in [16]. The step 2 concerning government
proposals remains a future work. This paper focuses on the 3. step of the transformation
of the plenary session documents and the full-text contents of the speeches given in the
sessions. The entity linking from the plenary sessions to entities of the MP data is already
implemented, as well as linking to places, Finto ontologies and Semantic Finlex, while linking
to government proposal documents, EKS, and Lakitutka will be implemented in the future.
OCR Process In the 3. step, the data from 1907 until 1999 was available only as scanned
images combined into PDF files, which needed to be first processed into machine-readable
text. The quality of the scanned documents is generally good, with older documents having
partially smudged parts of the text and some pages slightly skewed. The text in the documents
20 https://lakitutka.fi
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Figure 2 Transformation process and source datasets of Semantic Parliament.
is formatted into two columns, with older issues separated with a black line. There is a
difference in the fonts used in different years. However, both early and later years are printed
with modern fonts that are easy to recognize. Most of the text is written in Finnish, however,
there are some parts written in Swedish (another official language of Finland), so we needed
to use a multilingual OCR model for recognition.
For the OCR, we used Tesseract 521, with the default Finnish and Swedish models together
for recognition fin+swe. The initial experiments showed that Tesseract’s pre-trained models
worked well with our data so we didn’t need to create any training data and train new
models, which simplified the whole process. Also, Tesseract’s possibility to use multi-model
recognition was very convenient for our dataset. As the output from the OCR process, we
opted for the plain text as it seemed to be more convenient for further processing.
Since the scanned images are available in PDF files, to OCR them we needed to first
transform them to PNG format. We performed the transformation with pdftopng program
with 350 dpi resolution. In the initial experiments, we tried the OCR process with different
resolutions, but the 350 dpi seemed to give the best results with pre-trained OCR models.
The quality of the OCR seems to be generally good enough for our purpose. We have
noticed that there are lots of mistakes in tables and lists due to Tesseract’s segmentation
problems. But, since we are focusing only on extracting parliamentary discussions, which are
contained in the running text, we are satisfied with the OCR quality. However, during the
processing of the data, we did perform some post-correction, like removing extra characters
and end-of-line hyphenation, and correction of speaker names and headers.
Gathering and editing the data. For the OCR-based data we decided to add one manual
step to the process. Every plenary session’s original minutes start with a clearly structured
header row containing central information about the session (i.e. session number and date).
21 https://github.com/tesseract-ocr, version: 5.0.0-alpha-648-gcdebe
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Where the rest of the document was in most cases laid out into two columns, this header
spanned both columns and was hence occasionally split or otherwise corrupted in the OCR
process. To considerably improve the reliability of this central metadata, we chose to go
through the files with the help of a printer script to spot these mangled headers and manually
fix them. After that all relevant data was gathered with the use of regular expressions.
For the HTML-based data (step 3 in Fig. 2), we needed two steps to gather all the data.
The HTML-based minutes were separated into a) a main page, listing the agenda, and links
to possible debate pages and related documents, and b) possible debate pages that contained
the actual debate related to an item on the agenda. Gathering the data required first scraping
the main pages and then, based on the discussion page links found, the discussion data.
Finally data from these sources needed to be reordered and combined into an integrated
whole.
The XML-based data (2015–) was gathered with requests to Avoin eduskunta API that
returned the minutes as JSON-wrapped XML data. The HTML- and XML-based data
consisted of pre-processed elements and was mostly quite ready to use as it is. For HTML
some elements did require a few string operations to split information for separate values.
Regardless of the original format, all data was first transformed into CSV format, one
parliamentary session a file and one speech per row with columns representing the properties
of the speeches. A unique ID was created for every speech in the process.
During the history of PoF there have been cases where two parliamentary sessions refer
to the same calendar year. This is due to the government resigning in the middle of a
parliamentary session and hence ending the session prematurely. For example, there was
the first parliamentary session in 1975 and the second parliamentary session 1975 as well.
Speech and plenary session IDs related to a second parliamentary session have a _II suffix
attached. From the year 1917 we also transformed two unofficial but historically significant
meetings that took place between parliamentary sessions. These speeches, sessions, and the
files containing them are marked with a _XX suffix.
During editing and post-correction the speeches were cleaned of original end-of-line
hyphenation and other unwanted characters but the original paragraph structure was kept.
The clean-up results are not yet fully perfect but already usable. Some problems, like the
occasional page header texts (that have carried over from the PDF based data) remain
embedded in the speech content. Post-correction was also needed for two other notable issues
that, however, only concerned the PDF-based data: 1) There are cases where the speeches
had been wrongly split into two with the last section having incorrect metadata. 2) Speakers
who had not been recognised in the data enrichment step (to be described below in more
detail) are lacking in the metadata. This was either due to the speaker’s name having been
corrupted in some way during the process or (more rarely) due to that the person or certain
form of their name is missing from the enrichment data source or original source deviating
from typical transcript convention. The aim of post-correction was to automatically spot
and fix such cases.
Data enrichment. During the transformations into CSV the data went through many
post-corrections but also data enrichments. Most notably information about the speaker
was expanded using the PoF Ontology. Where not already available in the original source,
we fetched from the ontology the speaker’s first name and party. If not already available in
source material, we also automatically created URLs for relevant documents, such as original
transcripts and related documents (bills, committee reports, etc.) if such existed. Language
of each speech was checked with the LAS22 tool.
22 http://demo.seco.tkk.fi/las/
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In order to analyze the speeches and to be able to study them in more detail, the
named entities in the speeches were extracted and linked to the PoF Ontology (property
:referencedNamedEntity in Table 2). In order to identify named entities from the speeches,
the data had to be modeled to preserve structure and interjections within the texts. The
speeches were transformed into RDF, using the NIF format23 for interoperability, separating
paragraphs and titles. The interjections were identified and marked as paragraphs, so that
they could be extracted from the speeches themselves. After the separation process, the data
can be used for morphological analysis on the speeches and interjections separately to enable
text analysis. This, however, remains as a future work.
After the speeches were transformed into RDF to preserve their structure and to separate
the speeches from interjections, the RDF was used to identify named entities from the texts.
The named entity extraction was done using the upgraded Nelli tool [25] and linked separately
to be able to take the context into account. The named entities (e.g., people, places, groups
and organizations) were linked internally using the ARPA tool [17], in addition to resources
in external knowledge bases, such as the Kanto24 vocabulary for Finnish actors provided by
the National Library for organizations and groups, the General Finnish Ontology (YSO) for
places25 [23], PNR26 gazetteer data of Finnish place names by the National Survey, and the
Semantic Finlex27 [18] data of the Ministry of Justice to have broader coverage for linking
places, actors, and legal documents.
The subject matter keywords for each speech were extracted using Annif [24], a subject
indexing tool developed by the National Library of Finland (property dct:subject in Table 2).
The Finto REST API28 offers Annif models that are pre-trained on categorical metadata
from Finnish libraries, museums, and archives available at the Finna service29. These
projects provide subject keywords automatically linked to entities of the General Finnish
Ontology YSO. The model used for subject indexing was yso-fi, which combines lexical
and associative approaches, so that it is able to find terms directly present in the texts as
well as indirect concepts based on statistical machine learning. A list of keywords for each
speech was obtained using a limit of 100 keywords and a weight threshold of 0.01.
Parla-CLARIN Transformation. The transformation to Parla-CLARIN was a fairly straight-
forward process of creating an XML tree from the CSV data. Each file, containing one
parliamentary session, forms its own entity, containing all session and speaker metadata
with proper ID-linkage inside the document. We chose to separate all interruptions from the
actual speech content by separating them to their own elements (as seen in Listing 1).
RDF Transformation. From the initial CSV, the debates were also transformed into RDF.
For this we used the Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle) syntax30 and the schema presented in
Section 4. The data for one parliamentary session was recreated as three different interlinked
files, the first containing all the actual speeches made during that whole parliamentary session
and all immediate metadata such as information about the speaker and the date. These link
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(a) Source PDF transcript of plenary session
49/1967, p. 885.
(b) Result text after OCR.
Figure 3 Example of the source and the result after the OCR process.
metadata. The third file consists of the parliamentary session’s plenary sessions and minutes
transcripts. In the forming of URIs for the people and parties we once again utilized the
PoF Ontology to ensure fluent linkage between the speech and prosopographical data sets.
6 Validation
The whole process extracted over 900 000 individual speeches from the whole period, from
1907 to current day. The length of a speech can vary from a single word to over thousand
words in length. A completely automated process handling this much data is naturally prone
to errors in dealing with exceptions in the data. At this point most validation of the result
data has been manual. Currently, we are looking more deeply into the OCR results to get
more concrete understanding of our success in that step of the process. Fig. 3 shows a snippet
of the data in the original PDF format used and in the final text form. Apart from issues
described in Section 5, Transformation Process, we have observed that the quality of the
OCR results vary from decade to decade. The quality of 1990’s OCR is quite good, with very
little issues on relevant parts while results from the start of the 20th century contain more
errors. The main reason for these differences is the varying quality of available images and
the paper the original document was printed on. A similar trend has been observed in [14].
Preliminary tests on speaker recognition (i.e., that each speech has speaker property
value with speaker name and other required speaker metadata associated with it) show that
after corrections the amount of recognized speakers tends to be over 99%. These tests were
performed on random parliamentary sessions from all OCR-based decades. It is good to note
that these numbers do not indicate whether the speaker is the correct one, as in some cases
the chance of incorrect name correction or split speech does remain.
The RDF data model of the parliamentary debates is presented in a machine-processable
format using the ShEx Shape Expressions language31 [26]. We have made initial validation
31 https://shex.io
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experiments with PyShEx32 and shex.js33 validators. Based on the experiments, we have
identified errors both in the schema and the data. The schema errors include syntax
errors, incorrect cardinality definitions, incorrect literal datatype definitions, and incorrect
namespaces for IRI values. The errors in the schema have been fixed accordingly. In the
data, we have found systematic issues stemming from the RDF conversion process, e.g., some
separate speeches and interruptions that were merged into one speech/interruption instance,
speeches that were attached to multiple session item and diary (should be only one), and
triples with an incorrectly minted object IRI (the base IRI of the Turtle file) instead of
omitting the value altogether. The issues have been fixed in the data conversion process. We
plan a full-scale ShEx validation phase integrated in the data conversion and publication
process to spot and report errors in the dataset.
7 Publishing and Using Speeches via a Linked Open Data Service
The S-KG has been published on the Linked Data Finland platform34 [8] according to the
Linked Data publishing principles and other best practices of W3C [4], including, e.g., content
negotiation and provision of a SPARQL35 endpoint36.
The data will be used via the SPARQL endpoint in two ways. Firstly, a portal called
ParliamentSampo – Finnish Parliament on the Semantic Web is under development, a new
member in the Sampo series of semantic portals37. The portal includes data analytic tools
studying parliamentary debates, networks of Finnish politicians, and political culture, and is
targeted to both researchers and the public for. Secondly, in addition to the ready-to-use
application perspectives in the ParliamentSampo portal, the underlying SPARQL endpoint
can and is being applied to custom data analyses in Digital Humanities research using
YASGUI38 [22] and Python scripting in Google Colab39 and Jupyter40 notebooks. In our
work, the “FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship” of
publishing Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable data are used41.
One example of using the data for analysis through SPARQL endpoint is shown in Fig. 4.
It represents the number of speeches on a timeline by gender. The histogram shows the
speeches of male speakers with a blue bar and female speakers with an orange bar. The
green bar is for speeches where the speaker has not been identified due to speaker recognition
issues described earlier. The chairpersons have been filtered out as they are often mentioned
by the title in the data and therefore cannot be linked based on the speaker data to the actor
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Figure 4 Total number of speeches by gender.
8 Discussion & Conclusions
This paper presented the first homogeneous publication of the full set of plenary speeches
of PoF (1907–present) as a knowledge graph (S-KG) as Linked Data and in the emerging
Parla-CLARIN standard. Thus far the speeches have been available only in PDF form, as
text, in HTML, or in XML form depending on the time period and data publication.
Unlike in many other similar projects we have not focused only on a slice of existing data.
Instead we have covered and brought into an unified format the speeches from the whole of
Parliament of Finland’s history. This makes it possible for any research to easily cover all of
history with a single query and brings about completely new possibilities for further data
analysis and research.
The main technical novelties in our approach w.r.t the related works discussed in Section 2
include the combined model of Parla-CLARIN and RDF developed for representing the
speeches, integration of the data to the larger PoF Ontology for deeper data analyses, and
enriching the data with a variety of external related national data sources to earn the 5th
star according to the Linked Data 5-star model42.
The variety of the pre-existing source formats is a key motivator for our work but also
naturally a challenge. Bringing about a harmonious dataset from different sources is not a
simple matter and requires familiarity with the source data. To deepen our understanding,
we have also reached out to the Parliament’s Central Office staff who are responsible for
creating the minutes. This co-operation has been very beneficial.
The data has been published on the Linked Data Finland platform and is being used in
Digital Humanities Research for studying the parliamentary language and political culture
in the SEMPARL project and for implementing the end user applications. To earn the 6th
star in Linked Data Finland model extending the 5-star model for better re-usability, the
schema has been included and documented as part of the data publication, and to some
42 https://www.w3.org/community/webize/2014/01/17/what-is-5-star-linked-data/
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extent validated for the 7th star. The Parla-CLARIN data set has also been already taken
into internal use in the consortium and while still undergoing revision, both data sets have
proved promising and fit for use. The data and data service will be used also in the Helsinki
Digital Humanities Hackathon43 in May 2021 for feedback from external users. FinnParla
data will eventually be opened during the SEMPARL project by the open license CC BY 4.0.
The S-KG data will be used as a basis of the semantic portal ParliamentSampo – Finnish
Parliament on the Semantic Web that is being developed in the Semantic Parliament project,
based on the Sampo model [5] and Sampo-UI framework [9]. The Parla-CLARIN version
will also be made available to the public.
Regarding data enrichment, improvements in the keyword extraction mechanism as well
as automatic recognition of broad topics in the dataset are planned for the near future. We
also aim to further the combination of both presented formats by creating a third version of
the data as LOD using Parla-CLARIN markup for the speech contents.
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